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Titanium-Jewelry.com offers an extensive collection of contemporary 
jewelry in modern metals and designs 

(Modesto, Calif.) February 02, 2010 – Titanium-Jewelry.com, a trusted 
online resource for titanium rings, tungsten rings, matching wedding 
bands and men's rings, is pleased to introduce matching rose gold 
wedding bands from Benchmark. Rose gold rings are the latest 
addition to Titanium-Jewelry.com’s extensive selection of unique 
jewelry. 

One of the latest trends in 
wedding bands is that of Rose 
Gold, also called red gold. “Rose 
gold wedding bands are hot now 
for folks looking for a precious 
metal wedding band that is 
different and unique,” said Ron 
Yates, founder, Titanium-
Jewelry.com. “Rose gold isn’t 
new; it was a very popular metal 
used in Retro period jewelry back 
in the 1940’s. But it had been 
forgotten for decades until 
recently. Modern couples are 
discovering and appreciating the 



rich beautiful color of rose gold.” 

Most rose gold wedding bands are either 14K (.583 pure) or 18K (.750 
pure). Rose gold gets it reddish tint due to copper being used as the 
primary alloy during the manufacturing process. The unique color of 
the rose gold against the skin is striking and creates many 
conversation opportunites. 

The new rose gold wedding bands by Benchmark are 18K and available 
in two widths, 4.5mm and 7.5mm. They are also available in two 
profiles, flat and domed. 

Titanium-Jewelry.com offers sophisticated designs from ArtCarved, 
Benchmark, COGE, Diana Classic, Edward Mirell, Formotion Watches, 
J.R. Yates and Triton. Enticing grooms and couples worldwide, the 
online retailer provides a multitude of styles and metals representing 
the best selection of palladium rings, titanium rings, tungsten rings, 
and men’s wedding bands for the fashion forward male and female 
demographic. 

About Titanium-Jewelry.com 
Titanium-Jewelry.com provides a wide selection of titanium rings, 
tungsten rings and black titanium jewelry uniquely styled for men and 
women. Experts in modern men's wedding rings and modern metals 
jewelry, Titanium-Jewelry.com leads the industry in contemporary 
jewelry fashions. For more information, please visit www.Titanium-
Jewelry.com. 
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